In situ observation of multi-grain competitive growth in Al–20wt.%Cu and establishment of converging-case dendrite elimination model
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Abstract: Synchrotron radiography was performed during the solidification of Al–20wt.%Cu hypoeutectic alloy to study the competitive grain growth dynamics and a mathematical model consistent with the experimental results was established. The experimental results showed that for the diverging competitive growth, the “normal elimination” rule played a role. For converging competitive growth, the growth rate of the primary dendrite arms in the non-preferentially oriented grains was accelerated due to constitutional supercooling, resulting in the phenomenon of “abnormal elimination” in which the non-preferentially oriented dendrites would eliminate the preferentially oriented dendrites. The critical conditions between “normal elimination” and “abnormal elimination” of converging competitive growth were explored using a mathematical model. The mathematical model named the “secondary dendrite arm blocking model” among dendrite growth rate, dendrite arm spacing and dendrite inclination angle was established, which could quickly predict the orientation of grain boundaries and the type of elimination.
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1 Introduction

Single crystal nickel-alloy turbine blades are commonly used in aero-engines and gas turbines where the ⟨001⟩ growth direction has a relatively low elastic modulus, high temperature creep and fatigue resistance [1,2]. In order to ensure that the crystal grows in the ⟨001⟩ direction, a grain selection method or “seeding grain” method was generally used to control growth orientation [3,4]. These methods promoted competitive growth among various grain directions during initial solidification so that unfavorable orientations were eliminated in the finished component [5].

WALTON and CHALMERS [6] first proposed a model for two-dimensional (2D) bi-crystal competitive growth, i.e. the W–C model. The competitive growth between an unfavorably orientated (UO) grain and a favorably orientated (FO) grain was studied. The FO grain has a lower inclination angle (θ) than the UO grain. Converging and diverging competitive growth, forming the converging and diverging grain boundaries (GBs), respectively, are considered in the model by assuming that the growth rates of Dendrite 1 (θ₁) and
Dendrite 2 ($\theta_2$) are $V_1$ and $V_2$:

$$\frac{V_1}{V_2} = \frac{\cos \theta_1}{\cos \theta_2} = f_{W-C} (\theta_1, \theta_2) < 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

As predicted in Eq. (1), the FO dendrite with faster growth velocity survives whether under converging or diverging growth conditions. This is known as the rule of “survival of the fittest”, as proposed in the W−C model for the competitive growth.

The W−C model is relatively simple, as it does not consider that the growth rate and inclination angle may vary with time, and the solute interactions between grains. With the consideration of solute interactions around GBs, UO grains overgrowing FO grains in the converging case are predicted because of the linear increase in GB angle [7]. The evolution of diverging GBs during competitive growth is strongly affected by the inclination angles while converging GBs exhibit a lower dependence on the inclination angles [8]. Compared to the 2D multi-grain growth, dendrite insertion with dendrite spacing adjustment and lateral motion of non-uniplanar GBs usually happen in 3D cases [9,10]. The competitive growth of grains and the migration of GBs are mutually influenced [11]. As a result, the FO grain overgrows the UO grain due to the development of the new dendrites in the lateral gap [9].

For diverging competitive growth, all diverging GB degrees are the averages of the two grain growth degrees [12]. The choice of diverging GB trajectories is random because of the inherent randomness of side branches and the chaotic dynamics of subsequent branch competition [13]. Moreover, studies have shown that the secondary arm spacings and the distance between the primary dendrite tip and the tertiary dendrite tip play a dominant role in GB orientation selection [14]. The occupation of the interstitial region between two diverging grains by FO grains is mainly determined by the growth direction difference of the secondary dendrite arms of FO grain and UO grain [15]. In addition, columnar-to-equiaxed transition (CET), which should be prevented in the directional solidification of single crystals, may happen because of the increased likelihood of dendrite fragmentation in the solute-rich regions around the diverging GBs [16].

For the converging GBs, the dendrites overgrow the eliminated ones either by generating new primary arm dendrites through tertiary branching or by the growth of the existing primary dendrite arms, depending on the misorientation arrangement between these two morphologies [17]. Phase-field simulation results show there exists a critical misorientation difference to decide whether FO or UO overgrows one another [18]. At the critical misorientation difference, the FO dendrites and UO dendrites can coexist, and growth selection does not happen [19].

Recently, with synchrotron radiation imaging technology, researchers can accurately and quantitatively describe dendrite growth in a more detailed manner [20,21]. In this work, to study competitive growth in multi-grain systems under the directional solidification conditions, the synchrotron radiation imaging technique was used. A hypo-eutectic Al−Cu alloy was selected as the experimental object because it is able to form well-developed dendrites with a wide solidification temperature range [22]. Based on the experimental results, the competitive growth mechanism of directional solidification was discussed and a general model to predict the results of competitive growth was proposed.

2 Experimental

A vacuum resistance furnace with dual temperature zone and the power down method were used to carry out the directional solidification. To ensure that the X-ray passes through the sample and is received by the CCD, the vacuum resistance furnace had optical windows in two opposite faces, as shown in Fig. 1. The Al−20wt.%Cu alloy used in the experiment was smelted from high-purity aluminum (99.999 wt.%) and high-purity copper (99.9999 wt.%). The sample used in this experiment was 0.5 mm in thickness, 50 mm in length and 20 mm in width. It was polished and enclosed between two Al$_2$O$_3$ plates with a thickness of 150 $\mu$m. Directional solidification experiments were carried out on BL13WB1 of Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF), Shanghai, China [23]. The temperature gradient ($G_T$) and the cooling rate ($R_T$) of the directional solidification set in the experiments are listed in Table 1.

The X-ray absorption contrast imaging principle was applied to obtaining the sequence of
images, in which the brightness of each pixel was inversely proportional to the concentration of the Cu solute [24]. Here, the angle inclined to the left was defined as positive and otherwise negative. The length of the dendrite arm was measured by Image-pro 6.0 software and the measurement error was within 5%.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Competitive growth of multiple grains with same inclination direction

Figure 2 shows a sequence of images indicating competitive growth between multiple grains inclined to the same direction. The α(Al) dendrite lack of Cu solute appears as white and branch-like while the inter-dendrite regions that are rich in Cu solute appear darker. A yellow dashed line is drawn to show the wavy distribution of Cu solute at the front of the solid–liquid interface in Fig. 2. The dendrite growth here can be considered as confined growth. The thickness of the sample is 0.5 mm and the thermal diffusivity of the liquid of Al–20wt.%Cu is in the order of $10^{-5}$ m$^2$/s. Then, the temperature gradient distributing along the thickness direction by the thermal diffusion is as small as $10^{-3}$ K/mm, almost equal to zero. Under such a temperature gradient along the thickness direction, it is hard for the solid to grow along the thickness direction, and the dendrite growth is limited in pseudo-two-dimensional plane. Only the upward-growing primary dendrite arm is likely to grow continuously, which is equivalent to limiting the forward, backward and downward growth. This growth of dendrites in a “crystal selector”-liker minimizes projection errors. For easy discussion, the grains with primary dendrite and higher order of dendrite arms is symbolized in a form of Capital letter with number connecting higher order (number in subscript means the order) of dendrite arms with the symbol of “_”. For instance, E1 means the 1#$^\text{st}$ primary dendrite of Grain E, and E1_1_2 means the 1#$^\text{st}$ secondary dendrite arm of the 1#$^\text{st}$ primary dendrite.

The starting point of competitive growth is 2.5 s (Fig. 2(a)), where the inclination angles ($\theta$) of Grains A, B, C and E are 35°, 14°, 21° and 47°, respectively. In this image, Grains A and B demonstrate the diverging growth case where Grain A is the UO grain and Grain B is the FO grain. For the diverging case, as pointed out in the previous studies [8–10], the average grain boundary orientation almost kept constant although the trajectories of the diverging GB fluctuated. New dendrites would develop to fill the diverging
Fig. 2 Sequence of images showing competitive growth of multiple grains inclined to same direction in Al-20wt.%Cu sample ($G_T$—Temperature gradient; $g$—Gravity)

gap [25]. During the development of the new dendrite, the growth of secondary arms behind the primary dendrite tip was controlled by cooperative growth between Grain A and Grain B (Fig. 2(a)). Once the undercooling driving the growth increased to some extent due to the cooperative growth, one side arm could escape from the control of cooperative growth and grow into an extended side branch, as shown in Fig. 2(b) captured at $t_0+5.5$ s.

An interesting phenomenon emerged during competitive growth between Grains A and B. As shown in Fig. 2(c), two new inclination tertiary dendrite arms denoted as A$_{13}$ and B$_{13}$ grew out at the diverging GB. Although the inclination angle of tertiary dendrite A$_{13}$ of 15° was larger than that of tertiary dendrite B$_{13}$ (9.5°), tertiary dendrite A$_{13}$ and tertiary dendrite B$_{13}$ could grow side by side probably because the inclination angle of A$_{13}$ was very close to that of FO grain B (14°). The growth of the A$_{13}$ and B$_{13}$ would change the trend of the original grain boundary between Grain A and Grain B. As a result, the UO grain (Grain A) would not be eliminated by the FO grain (Grain B), which deviated from the W–C model. Although the crystal orientation of the side branches was the same as that of the primary dendrite, unlike the primary dendrite, the growth direction of side branches was mainly susceptible to the influence of temperature field and flow field, which was influenced by the solute grooves among diverging grains. Solute grooves formed among diverging grains bring thermal mass flow due to local solute deposition, causing side branch inclination [26]. The random change of the inclination angle of the tertiary dendrite induced by the solute field made competitive grain growth complicated, leading to the UO grain surviving as observed. Furthermore, the root of the tertiary dendrite A$_{13}$ showed an
obvious necking phenomenon, and the tertiary dendrite deformed and bend with the narrowing of the neck. Therefore, the uncertainty of side branch growth caused by local environmental conditions increased the complexity of diverging competitive growth and probably led to the deviation of the \( W-C \) model.

Grains B and Grain C exemplified the converging case, where Grain B was the FO grain and Grain C was the UO grain. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the FO dendrite B bent and deflected in the direction parallel to the heat flow, and the inclination angle (\( \theta \)) became 5\(^\circ\) from the original 14\(^\circ\). The UO dendrite C1 (primary dendrite) adjacent to Grain B was blocked by the secondary dendrite arm near the tip of Dendrite B, in accordance with the \( W-C \) model. An observation of a complex case that cannot be predicted by the \( W-C \) model is shown in Fig. 2(e), in which the primary dendrites (Dendrites C1–C4) of a nearby grain joined the competitive growth process. As shown in Fig. 2(e), there existed conditions of competitive growth between Dendrites B and C1, where Dendrite B was blocked by C2. Meanwhile, the two adjacent dendrites of a grain competed during growth and adjusted the primary arm spacing of the grain. Before \( t_0+5.5 \) s, the primary dendrite arm spacing of Grain C was about 348 \( \mu \)m by measurement. As the dendrites continued to grow, the primary dendrite arm spacing between C3 and C4 increased to 430 \( \mu \)m, which led to the phenomenon of tertiary dendrite arm competition to regulate the primary dendritic arm spacing [25]. The developed tertiary dendrite arm of C3 reduced the excessive primary dendritic arm spacing, and the tertiary dendrite arm was blocked by the second dendrite arm.

The Grain C and Grain E were also converging grains, where Grain C represented the FO grain, and Grain E was the UO grain. Grain E comprised three primary dendrites (Dendrites E0–E2) with the same inclination direction, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The left inclination angle of the primary dendrite arm of Grain E entering the field of view was larger than 45\(^\circ\), indicating that there was also a primary dendrite arm that tilted to the right outside the field of view, and the inclination angle was less than 45\(^\circ\). The angle between them was 90\(^\circ\), one tilted to the left, and the other tilted to the right, diverging growth. However, the secondary dendrite arms grown from the primary dendrite arms (Grain E in the field of view) with an inclination angle larger than 45\(^\circ\) must have an inclination angle less than 45\(^\circ\), thus preventing the growth of adjacent primary dendrite arms (or tertiary dendrite arms). When the inclination angle of Dendrite E0 exceeded 45\(^\circ\), a solute-enriched boundary layer was generated at the growth front of E0. When the solute-enriched boundary layer of E0 met the solute boundary layer of the adjacent dendrite, C4, the growth rate of E0 slowed down due to lower undercooling. Such local dendrite growth was slow and solute enrichment effect could easily induce high-order dendrite arm remelting and fracture, forming dendrite fragments [27]. Figure 2(b) shows that the secondary dendrite arm near the dendrite tip of Dendrite E0 was broken and a new grain D was formed. Due to the formation of the new grain, direct competition between Grains C and E ceases, and is replaced by competitive growth between new grain (i.e., C vs D and D vs E). In this case, the inclination angle between grains C and D differs whereas it is the same between Grains D and E.

With solidification proceeding, the E0 dendrite stopped growing due to the “self-poisoning” effect, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The UO dendrite E1 was also blocked by the newly dendrite D, which was the same as W–C model. Since the inclination angle of grain E was larger than 45\(^\circ\), the secondary dendrite arms were the FO dendrites compared with the primary dendrite arm. Then, the primary dendrite arm of Dendrite E2 was overgrown by the secondary dendrite arm of Dendrite E1, as shown in Fig. 2(b). When converging primary dendrites were stunted, the secondary dendrite arms would act as the primary dendrites and became the diverging growth, as observed between Grains D and E. As a result, Grain E changed from a left tilted growth to right tilted growth and converted the converging case between Grain D and Grain E to the diverging case, which is the so-called converging-to-diverging transition (CDT).

With competitive growth proceeding between Grain D and Grain E shown in Fig. 2(d) after the CDT, new secondary and tertiary dendrite arms were grown out between the diverging Grain D and Grain E to fill the gaps, resulting in tortuous grain boundaries. The front of diverging grains would form a very wide solute groove, and the existence of this solute groove was likely to induce the
columnar-to-equiaxed transition (CET) [16]. The CET during the competitive growth tend to happen after the dendrite fragment which is the result of the dendrite remelting, detachment and floating of the dendrite fragments led by the dendrite necklace in the solute groove [28]. The fragment part would be a nucleation of the new equiaxed grains. As shown in Fig. 2(d), the spontaneous nucleation of an equiaxed grain appeared at a diverging groove. It is expected that the equiaxed grain can continue to grow into columnar grain, but this CET-like phenomenon can disrupt the continuity of directional growth.

From the above observations, the solute interaction between side branches and dendrites in experiments makes the process more complicated than that in the W–C model. In this experiment, UO grain A survives in the competitive growth against the FO grain B because of the formation of the tertiary arms. Transformation from the converging case to the diverging case was found to occur during competitive growth between Grain E and the newly formed Grain D, as well as the CET phenomenon. Therefore, the influence of the high-order dendrites at the grain boundaries on competitive growth cannot be neglected in the competitive growth of multiple grains with the same inclination direction.

### 3.2 Competitive growth of multiple grains with different inclination directions

Figure 3 shows the competitive growth process of three grains with different inclination directions, in which Grain F and Grain G exhibit the converging case while Grain G and Grain H are in the diverging case. In the converging case, Grain F was the FO grain. As shown in Figs. 3(c, d), Dendrite G was blocked by the secondary dendrite arms of Dendrite F4 and the tertiary dendrite G_1 was blocked by the tertiary dendrite F4_1 at the GB. The dendrites of the UO grains G were eliminated by the FO grains F, resulting in the

![Fig. 3 Sequence of images showing competitive growth of multiple grains inclined to different directions in Al–20wt.%Cu sample](image-url)

Fig. 3 Sequence of images showing competitive growth of multiple grains inclined to different directions in Al–20wt.%Cu sample
formation of the GB along the growth direction of the FO grains F. The growth of the secondary dendrite arm would decrease the speed of its primary arm, and other dendrites of Grain G would overgrow the FO grain, as shown in Fig. 3(f). As a result, the FO grains would be gradually occupied by the UO grains G via “survival of the inferior” phenomenon. The key to avoiding the “survival of the inferior” phenomenon was that the side branches of the FO grain must grow fast enough to block the primary dendrite arms of the UO grain and occupied the UO grain area.

Since the G grains lagged behind the F grains, a concave groove was formed between them, cultivating a favored environment for the growing out of new equiaxed grains that completely blocked the G grains from growing (Figs. 3(e–f)). In the converging case, equiaxed grains then spontaneously nucleated at the dendrite growth front. Although this was observed in the divergent case in previous study [16] and as well observed in our experiment in diverging case (Fig. 3(d)) as discussed earlier, it was rarely reported in the converging case. Once the initiation of the equiaxed grains, the development of the equiaxed grains in front of the dendrite growth tended to block the growth of the nearby directional grains.

Moreover, the dendrite tips of primary dendrite F2 and primary dendrite F3 were bent due to the extrusion of the adjacent secondary dendrite arm tips, and the inclination angle changed (7°, 12.5°), as indicated by the solid red ellipse (Fig. 3(b)). No dendrite separation occurred, and the inclination angle was back to a certain extent, as shown in Fig. 3(c). However, as shown in the enlarged view of Fig. 3(c), there were obvious tip splitting. Tip bifurcation occurred, resulting in two dendrite tips. Dendrite bending can change the growth direction, but the dendrite can bifurcate from the bend, and the two dendrite tips can grow close to the original growth direction. Tertiary dendrite arms blocked by adjacent secondary dendrite arms cannot develop into new “primary dendrite arms”. However, an interesting phenomenon was observed different from the previous one. The primary dendrite arm spacings of Grain F from Dendrites F1–F4 were 555, 555 and 333 μm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(c). When the distance between the primary dendrite arms was too large, the tertiary dendrite arms F1_13 and F2_13 developed and played a role in regulating the primary dendrite arm spacing. At the same time, there was a competitive relationship between the tertiary dendrite arm and the secondary dendrite arm of the grain. As shown in Fig. 3(d), the tertiary dendrite arm, F2_13, was blocked by the secondary dendrite arm, F2_12, and stopped growing. Although the tertiary dendritic arm, F2_11, was eliminated, a new tertiary dendrite arm would be soon formed on F2_12 and developed into a “primary dendrite arm” to reduce the primary dendrite arm spacing (Fig. 3(f)).

As shown in Fig. 3(b), the GB orientation between diverging grains G and H fluctuated along the 0° direction, which accorded with the simulation results of GUO et al [15] reporting that the absolute value of the grain inclination in the range of 30°−35° keeps the GB angle at 0°. These two grains generated two side branches with an inclination angle of 10° at the GB, denoted as G_33 (tertiary dendrite) and H1_13 (tertiary dendrite), as shown in Fig. 3(d). The competitive growth between Grains G and H changed from the diverging case shown in Fig. 3(a) to the converging case shown in Fig. 3(d). This phenomenon of “diverging to converging transition” (DCT) was opposite to the CDT phenomenon previously described. Figure 3(d) showed that the convergence of grains G and H was achieved only by tertiary dendrite G_33. In fact, the other primary dendrite arms in Grain G remained in a diverging state with Grain H. A diverging situation was formed between tertiary dendrite G_33 and other primary dendrite arms of Grain G. Of course, this “diverging case” behavior inside Grain G favored its own spatial expansion. It was foreseeable that the G grains could continue to occupy the space of F grains, forming a competitive growth result via “survival of the inferior”.

As discussed above, the phenomenon of secondary dendrite arms blocking the adjacent primary dendrite arms was a commonly observed phenomenon. On this basis, it would be advantageous to derive a description of a “secondary arm blocking model” for cases of converging competitive growth.

3.3 Evolution of dendrite growth rate during competitive growth

Competitive grain growth was ultimately determined by the movement of grain boundaries,
but it was undeniable that the competition among side-dendrites at grain boundaries was the main factor governing the competitive process. The inclination angle and growth rate of dendrites (measured in the dendrite arm directions) were two key parameters for the competitive growth.

Although it was not observed in the experiment, a situation could happen during the competitive growth: A primary dendrite tip would hit the wall and stop growing, but a secondary arm would develop in the thickness direction where a tertiary arm grew out and led to a sudden interruption of the primary dendrite tip growth. The time interval of the images taken in synchrotron radiation imaging experiment was 0.5 s. The growth rate of dendrites was calculated by measuring the length of relevant dendrites in each image in time order to obtain the relationship between length and time. Figure 4 shows the curve of dendrite length versus time. As the relationship between dendrite length and time is almost a straight line, the dendrites in the field of view were in an almost stable directional solidification process where the dendrite growth rate rarely fluctuated.

Fig. 4 Graphical relationship between dendrite length and time
In Table 2, the growth rate of primary dendrite arms among grains with different inclination angles did not strictly follow the theoretical model shown in Eq. (1), but smaller than that calculated by the W–C model according to the degrees and the growth rate of Dendrite B, attributed to the solute rich-redistributed by the growth of the secondary dendrite arms on Dendrite B. As for competitive growth among dendrites in one grain, the average growth rate of dendrites at the FO grain boundary was larger than that of dendrites at the UO grain boundary, attributed to the phenomenon of self-poisoning [29].

When tertiary arms grew outwards, the growth rate of the tertiary dendrite arm developed within each dendrite was greater than that of the primary dendrite arm. This occurred because the tip of the newly developed tertiary dendrite arm lagged far behind the primary dendrite arm and was in a state of large undercooling. With the continuous growth, the advantage of high-order dendrites in velocity would block the low-order dendrites. When the growth rate of converging FO dendrites in the same inclination direction was larger than that of UO dendrites, concave grooves would be formed at the growth front, probably leading to the nucleation of equiaxed grains.

4 Establishment of model to describe competitive growth with side branches

So far, the models to predict competitive growth results have been based on the relationship between dendrite inclination angle and grain boundary angle, as that in the W–C model [6], temperature field (TF) model [30], solute field (SF) model [7], TF-SF model [19]. PINEAU et al [31] used the phase-field method to discuss the competition between primary dendrite arms at various inclination angles and gave a complete grain boundary orientation map. In the model, the relation between the inclination angle of primary dendrite arms and the inclination angle of grain boundaries was established. These models were limited to predict the outcome of simple multi-grain competitive growth by neglecting the factors relating to the growth out of side branches, and only putting the angles as the input parameters. However, as shown by the in-situ experiments above, side branches have key roles in determining the competitive growth. Furthermore, DORARI et al [14] studied the effect of growth rate and the dendrite arm spacing to build a predictive model, which inspires us to build a model related to the characteristic parameters of dendrites to predict the competitive growth of various grains in practical production.

The model proposed is expected to describe the competitive growth of large-scale grains considering the influence of side branches by studying the phenomenon that high-order dendrite arms block low-order dendrites during the competitive growth, as referred to “secondary dendrite arm blocking” model (SDAB model for short). The SDAB model considered the inclination, the dendrite growth rate, the dendrite arm spacing and the time at which the collision of dendrite tips occurred. Since large-scale solute segregation and dendrite drift due to the liquid flow were not observed in the experiment, no obvious liquid convection happened in a macroscopic scale and the temperature and solute field had a determinant effect on the dendritic growth. From the micrometer scale, liquid flow would lead to the fluctuation in the velocity which might decrease the accuracy of the mathematical model. From the results of the calculation of the growth rate of the primary/branch arming tip, the velocity is almost constant. Therefore, the mathematical model proposed based on the constant velocity cannot cover the case in which liquid flow has a stronger effect on the growth.

FO grains exhibit abnormal overgrowth in the converging case while diverging case tends to follow the W–C model of “survival of the fittest” although dynamic processes are more complex [7].

| Table 2 Average growth rates of dendrites shown in Figs. 2 and 3 (μm/s) |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| A | A_13 | B | B_13 | C1 | C2 | C3 | C4 | D | E1 | E1_13 | E2 |
| 259 | 327 | 259 | 342 | 217 | 217 | 279 | 272 | 243 | 285 | 309 | 313 |
| F1 | F1_13 | F2 | F2_13 | F3 | F4 | F4_13 | G | G_13 | G_23 | H1_13 | H1 | H2 | H3 |
| 161 | 243 | 174 | 186 | 157 | 175 | 255 | 147 | 187 | 203 | 223 | 157 | 144 | 142 |
The converging growth in which the competitive growth of dendrites occurs, is discussed, with an attempt to address abnormal competitive growth. Two dendrites with the same inclination direction as a general case, are shown in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of “secondary dendrite arm blocking model” with arbitrary inclination angles](image)

Two assumptions, which are in accordance with the experimental observations, are made in the model. First, there is enough space between FO dendrites and UO dendrites to allow the growth of secondary dendrite arms, assuming that the distance between FO dendrites and UO dendrites is \( L \geq \lambda_1 \); this assumption is in agreement with the experimental observations, indicating that the initial spacing of the two grains is larger than the primary dendrite arm spacing, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a). Second, the growth of FO dendrites and UO dendrites is affected by the secondary dendrite arms between the two dendrites. There is enough space to grow secondary dendrite arms in preference to the UO dendrites, and the secondary dendrite arms near the tip of FO dendrites block the growth of UO dendrites.

According to the assumptions, the schematic diagram of the model are shown in Fig. 5, in which the secondary dendrite arms near the tip of FO dendrites block the growth of UO dendrites. The growth rates of the primary arm are \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \), and the inclination angles of the two dendrites are denoted as \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \); satisfying the condition that \( 0 \leq \theta_1 \leq \theta_2 \leq 45^\circ \). The horizontal distance between two dendrites is \( L \), and \( \lambda_1 \) is the primary arm spacing. The critical condition is the contact between the secondary dendrite tip near the FO dendrite tip and the UO primary dendrite arm tip. Assuming that \( L' \) is the horizontal distance from the tip of the UO dendrite to the FO dendrite, then \( L' \) can be expressed as

\[
L' = L' - (V_2 \sin \theta_2 - V_2 \cos \theta_2 \tan \theta_1) t
\]  

where \( t \) is the time where the secondary dendrite of FO grain just blocks the primary dendrite of the UO grain. The secondary dendrite length when blocking UO dendrites is

\[
L^* = L' \sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} - \theta_1 \right) = L' \cos \theta_1
\]  

When supposing \( t \) is the growth time of the dendrite, \( L'' \) can also be expressed as

\[
L'' = \left( \frac{V_1 \cos \theta_1 - V_2 \cos \theta_2}{\cos \theta_1} \right) + L' \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{2} - \theta_1 \right)
\]  

By combining Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), it yields

\[
L' \cos \theta_1 = \left( \frac{V_1 \cos \theta_1 - V_2 \cos \theta_2}{\cos \theta_1} \right) + L' \sin \theta_1
\]  

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (5) gives

\[
L = \left[ \frac{(V_1 \cos \theta_1 - V_2 \cos \theta_2)}{\cos^2 \theta_1 - 1/2 \sin 2 \theta_1} \right] + V_2 \left( \sin \theta_1 - \cos \theta_1 \cdot \tan \theta_1 \right) t
\]  

To simplify the above equation, \( M \) is defined as

\[
M = \left( \frac{V_1 \cos \theta_1 - V_2 \cos \theta_2}{\cos^2 \theta_1 - 1/2 \sin (2 \theta_1)} \right) + V_2 \left( \sin \theta_1 - \cos \theta_1 \cdot \tan \theta_1 \right)
\]  

Equation (6) becomes

\[
t = L/M
\]  

It can be seen from Eq. (8) that there is a critical situation determined by the value of \( M \), depending on the ratio of \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \). The critical situation is discussed. When \( M = 0 \), there is

\[
\frac{V_1}{V_2} = \frac{\left( \cos \theta_1 - (\sin \theta_1 - \cos \theta_1 \cdot \tan \theta_1) \cdot (\cos^2 \theta_1 - 1/2 \sin (2 \theta_1)) / \cos \theta_1 \right)}{\cos \theta_2}
\]
For comparison with the W–C model, $f_{SDAB}$ is defined, following the format of the W–C model in Eq. (1):

$$V_1 = \frac{\cos \theta_1}{\cos \theta_1} [1 - (\tan \theta_2 - \tan \theta_1) \cdot \cos \theta_1] = f_{SDAB} (\theta_1, \theta_2)$$

(10)

By comparing Eq. (10) and the W–C model, the difference of SDAB model and the W–C model lies in a factor which is smaller than 1, defined as

$$f_{SDAB} (\theta_1, \theta_2) = f_{W-C} (\theta_1, \theta_2) [1 - (\tan \theta_2 - \tan \theta_1) \cdot \cos \theta_1]$$

(11)

As can be seen in Eq. (11), it has three possibilities in the competitive growth when considering the blocking of the secondary arms:

(1) When $V_1/V_2 > f_{SDAB} (\theta_1, \theta_2)$, and $M>0$, the secondary dendrite arm of FO grain blocks UO. In this case, smaller misorientation between grain boundary increases the possibility of the elimination of the UO grains, indicating that the occurrence of the secondary arms speeds up the elimination of the UO grains, maybe attributed to the enrichment of the solute by the growth of the secondary arms.

(2) When $V_1/V_2 > f_{SDAB} (\theta_1, \theta_2)$ and $M=0$, the elimination would never happen, which cannot be predicted by the W–C model.

(3) When $V_1/V_2 > f_{SDAB} (\theta_1, \theta_2)$ and $M<0$, the deviation of the W–C model would happen. Once the velocity of $V_1$ is not large enough, the UO grain has a possibility to avoid the elimination as observed in the experiment. For example, the farther the Grain G from Grain F, the faster the growth of tertiary dendrite arms, which eventually would develop into primary dendrite arms. If there is no dendrite, e.g. F4 blocking the primary dendrite arm of G grain at the grain boundary, Dendrite G_23 can surpass Dendrite F3 according to the relationship between Dendrite F3 and Dendrite G_23, i.e. $V_{F3}/V_{G_23} = 0.773 < f_{SDAB} (\theta_1, \theta_3) = 0.78$.

Table 3 gives the results of the convergence competition by the W–C model and SDAB model proposed. If the competition between Grains B and C is judged according to the W–C model, the C3 and C4 dendrites would surpass the growth of the B dendrites, but the experimental observations are consistent with the SDAB model. Likewise, the competition between Grains F and G are in-line with the SDAB model rather than the W–C model. It can be seen that the SDAB model reduces the critical value of the converging competitive speed ratio, which is closer to the experimental results than W–C model by considering the effect of side branches during competitive growth.

5 Conclusions

(1) In the process of competitive growth, the FO grain and the UO grain did not simply follow the W–C model or even maintain the converging or diverging growth. The primary dendrite arm spacing can be adjusted by the spontaneous development of tertiary dendrite arms inside the grain, and competitive growth may occur between the secondary dendrite arms and the tertiary dendrite arms. (2) When grain growth was inhibited, a new growth path was established through self-regulation and transformation of the competitive relationship. (3) CDT (converging-to-diverging transition) or DCT (diverging-to-converging transition) can occur through the deflection of the growth direction.

Table 3 Comparison of converging competition result predicted by W–C model and “secondary dendrite arm blocking model” (SDAB model)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competition between Grain B (14°) and Grain C (21°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{B1}/V_{C1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competition between Grain F (20°) and Grain G (31.5°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{F4}/V_{G}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(4) Both converging competitive growth and diverging competitive growth are likely to form solute grooves at the solidification front and to generate CET (columnar-to-equiaxed transition).

(5) Especially the side branches have strong effect on the result of the competitive growth. Based on the experiments, “secondary dendrite arm blocking model” (SDAB model) considering the blocking effect of side branches was established. The SDAB model reduces the critical value of the converging competitive speed ratio, which is in closer agreement to the experimental results than the W–C model.
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摘 要：采用同步辐射成像技术研究 Al–20%Cu(质量分数)亚共晶合金的晶粒竞争生长动力学，并建立与实验结果相一致的数学模型。结果表明，对于发散型竞争生长，遵循“正常淘汰”规则。对于汇聚型竞争生长，成分过冷的作用加速非择优取向枝晶间一次枝晶臂的生长速度，导致非择优取向枝晶出现“异常淘汰”现象，淘汰择优取向枝晶。探讨汇聚型竞争生长的“正常淘汰”与“异常淘汰”之间的临界条件，建立枝晶生长速率-枝晶臂间距和枝晶倾斜角之间的数学关系，又称“二次枝晶臂阻挡模型”，可以快速预测晶界位相和淘汰类型。

关键词：竞争生长；同步辐射成像；定向凝固；数学模型；Al–Cu 合金
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